
TURN INSIGHTS INTO ACTION

All In: How a Proactive Data  
and Analytics Strategy Ensures 
Strategic Alignment Through 
Your Supply Chain Management
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An effective business intelligence strategy marries all 
sources of a manufacturing organization’s data together, 
creating a single curated view of your analytics to 
provide intelligence, without all the clutter that normally 
accumulates within business systems. A curated 
view also provides a single version of truth for the 
organization, from which employees can pull reports, 
visualizations and analysis, to enable organizations 
to gain operational efficiencies, gather intelligence 
on processes needing improvement and proactively 
address business risks. However, within an average 
organization, just 22% of employees have access to 
analytical insights.

It’s typically executives and department managers who have access to business 
intelligence within an organization. But those least likely to get training and access to 
business intelligence are the users on the front lines. This, despite the fact that they are 
also the most likely to influence the efficiency and the performance of the organization. 
These users represent 70% to 85% of the organization, and their needs are different from 
management or data scientists and power users.

AUDIENCE GOALS REPORTING & ANALYTICS 
REQUIREMENTS

DATA
REQUIREMENT

%

Management Higher-level decision making Dashboards Curated data set, with  
flexible drill through

10-20%

Business Analysts 
Power Users

Data Scientists

Generate new and  
innovative insights

Data discovery &  
advanced analytics

Modeled and unmodeled 
data, allowing for  

untethered exploration

5-10%

Line of Business  
Mainstream Users

Improve efficiency & maximize 
performance

Optional decision support Curated data set, with flexible 
drill-through capability for 

 controlled exploration

70-85%
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Driving Data Throughout the Organization
“If you can’t measure it, you can’t change it.” Peter Drucker

It’s important to understand the needs of each of these audiences. Because if those 
feeding the system data aren’t those who act on it, the organization won’t fully 
benefit. Start with the company’s strategic goals, which commonly include one or 
more of the following:

• Increase revenue
• Decrease cost
• Decrease business risk
• Improve quality 
• Improve supplier relations
• Improve employee relations 
• Increase customer satisfaction

When those goals are set, they should filter down to a narrower subset for each 
department so that the team can always be working toward the same goal. The 
company should understand the business outcomes that result if they achieve those 
goals and then identify metrics they need to know whether they are making progress. 
The goal is a dashboard tailored to the users that can have the greatest impact.

For example, a manufacturer’s maintenance operations may have an impact on 
three of these goals: decreasing business risk, improving the quality of operations 
and decreasing cost. The business outcome that results may be improved efficiency 
of the parts storeroom from which they are distributing supplies, with an eye toward 
ensuring less downtime due to missing or incorrect parts.

Predictive vs. Consequential Analytics
On the shop floor, manufacturers typically measure the results of processes – 
sometimes those results are as expected, and sometimes they aren’t. But, while 
important, these indicators are consequential, and typically backward-looking 
and reactive. Many manufacturers have added a focus on predictive or preventive 
analytics, monitoring the process, as well as the inputs to the process, for a more 
proactive approach.

Consequential analytics are measured with KPIs, or key performance indicators, at 
the end of the line. Examples include:

• Delivery to promise
• Inventory turns
• Scrap performance

Strategic
Goal(s)

Business
Outcome

Metric(s) Operational
Report(s)
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• Manufacturing variances, such as material usage, substitution, labor efficiency 
and overhead spending

But this data doesn’t show the full picture. It can be difficult to identify the root 
causes of issues with a consequential focus. The solution: Focus on preventive 
measurements, which can also be embedded and displayed in Power BI. Examples 
of preventive analytics include:

• Resource utilization to plan
• Operational efficiency to plan
• Capacity loading percentage
• Inventory accuracy, including quantity gross variance and location/batch 

variance
• Supply chain performance, including past-due purchase and production orders, 

invalid demand by quantity and available date, invalid supply by quantity and 
date, and unposted supply order transactions.

The ‘P’ in ERP
The data that is collected in an ERP system, effectively delivered, can drive 
real bottom-line benefits for organizations. But to drive desired improvements, 
manufacturers need to be confident in the quality of that data; it’s being used to 
make important decisions, and it’s driving their plan.

ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning, used to describe the systems that run 
companies. Unfortunately, the “Planning” in ERP is often ignored by organizations.
A symptom of a poor plan is the frequency of changes within the planning cycle. If, 
for example, the company is running updates to Materials Requirements Planning 
(MRP) every night, that’s a sign that changes are happening that may not have been 
planned for – yesterday’s plan is being thrown out for a new version. That means that 
the company hasn’t found a reliable way to plan. That speaks to a larger problem 
earlier in the data value chain.
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Companies tend to ignore forecast accuracy. If a forecast is only usable for planning 
in manufacturing, it consists of two numbers: anticipated demand and confidence 
factor – or the probability of that number being accurate. That tells you how well you 
can rely on the forecast.

As forecast accuracy improves, the confidence factor goes up, and fewer changes 
must be made. That is good; it’s disruptive to productivity to continually change the 
plan. And when we’re talking about improving quality, confidence is key – companies 
need predictability from suppliers, product cycles and even material handling to 
ensure the consistent quality they have promised. The goal then of an effective BI 
strategy is to make the outcome of a process more predictable, which means less 
disruption in the supply chain.

There are warning signs, or preventive analytics, that you can take from the ERP 
system itself speak to the effectiveness, efficiency and probability of a plan in place 
– in other words, the quality of that plan.

For example, an organization has a high percentage of past-due orders, which makes it 
more difficult to make supply chain decisions and prioritize production and outcomes 
based on availability of material. It’s not unusual for a manufacturing company to find 
old purchase orders on the books with due dates of two to three years ago. If dates 
aren’t valid, how can any business use that data to schedule use of those materials?

Ideally, a company should be able to use the percent of purchase orders that are 
late, as well as an aggregate number of days late within the ERP system – and 
combine that with data on product order adherence – to see if they are likely to 
deliver to schedule. With this data, a manufacturer can then focus on what’s causing 
any off measurements and take action to fix them.

But without accurate data, a manufacturer doesn’t know what it doesn’t know. No 
one in the organization, from management to the front lines – can confidently act. 
Manufacturers must know whether, for example:

• Work center capacity is representative of what’s actually happening
• Supply lead times are accurate for procurement and manufacturing
• Scrap factors are representative of yields

If, for example, the company is surprised by scrap because the data is not accurate, 
they can’t plan accordingly or work toward improvements. It’s better to know, no 
matter how high. Or if a company’s product or engineering costs are wrong due to 
inaccurate routes and bills of material, a manufacturer will experience chronic issues 
in their supply chains.

The purpose of an ERP solution is to control the business. If the business is 
chronically out of control because of defective consequential measurements, step 
back. An effective BI strategy provides the ability to analyze, improve, control and 
define a cause-and-effect relationship. To get to the cause, measure the control 
on the input side, or what you need to accomplish the desired consequential 
measurement goals and objectives.

WITHOUT ACCURATE DATA, A MANUFACTURER DOESN’T KNOW 
WHAT IT DOESN’T KNOW. NO ONE IN THE ORGANIZATION FROM 
MANAGEMENT TO THE FRONT LINES CAN CONFIDENTLY ACT.
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Don’t Run Blind
If systems aren’t connected, and access to critical analytics not given to the 
employees with the greatest potential for impact on performance and efficiency, 
organizations are running blind to issues in their supply chains.

Companies can either react to what has already occurred, or they can put in a 
system that connects everything and provides the insights they need to act. 
Manufacturers need to create intelligent value chains with customers, vendors and 
distributors, as well as with employees. The only way to do this is with a system that 
measures what matters and delivering those insights to the right people in the right 
places at the right time.

One company that worked with Alithya was struggling with inventory turns and 
response times, as well as other critical service areas. They implemented Power 
BI through Microsoft Dynamics 365 and gained visibility, and the ROI was almost 
immediate – less than one month. The impact on the bottom line is tangible if you’re 
leveraging the right data to enhance performance and efficiency.

Big picture is important, but regular analysis at the job function and department 
level can drive real meaningful improvements because those employees know what 
the data means and where it comes from. They can quickly act on improvements 
that positively affect operations.  
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